
 

 

I always loved science when I was a kid.  There were such cool experiments you could do and 
learn at the same time.  The Young Scientists Club has come up with some really cool kits using 
some of your favorite characters like Clifford to teach science to kids.  We received the 
Clifford Bubble Science Kit and the kids had so much fun with it.  Read on and you can win a 
Young Scientists Club kit of your own.    
 

Honestly who doesn't love bubbles?  When we go to the Children's Museum in Boston we always 
spend a fair amount of time in the bubble room.  Now we have the bubble room at home to explore 
with.  Here is everything the kit comes with.   
 

   
 

Emily Elizabeth is the narrator of the 20 page manual that steps you through many exciting 
experiments.  We started by pouring some of the bubbles in to our measuring cup to put it in to the 
experiment tray. 
 

 Some of the experiments include oil and water, water bubbles, jumping pepper, gliding boat, 
bubble sculptures, big bubbles, mini bubbles, funnel bubbles, colored bubbles, bubble prints, 
bubble blow art, pipe cleaner bubbles, and carbon dioxide bubbles.  Here are Evan and Lauren 
starting out a bubble sculpture.  
 

   
They loved creating. They kept seeing how large they 

could make the bubbles. 
Check out this big bubble. 
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Lauren liked 
this one. 

Here is Evan trying out one of the other 
experiments.  You can also Like The 
Young Scientists Club on Facebook, 
where they post weekly free 
experiments!  

As you can see where this is going with 
the position of Lauren's straw. 

 

 

   
Evan testing out some of his ideas. Lauren trying it out. They also used pipe cleaners to 

make bubbles. 
 

  
Plus many straws to create smaller bubbles. Seriously how much fun is this and 

scientific at the same time? 
  
The entire line of Clifford science kits has just won the Tillywig Toy and Media Brain Child 
Award, given only to “exciting products that energize the mind while seamlessly blending fun 
and learning!”   
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Other Clifford kits include Rainbow 
Science kit with colorful lab tray, 
measuring cup, test tubes, pipette, 
and funnel to perform their 
experiments.  There is also 
a Kitchen Science kit; featuring an 
exploding Volcano!  There are 
other kits named Weather Lab and 

The Wonders of Nature kit. Young Scientists get to spin 
a pinwheel, make a tornado in a bottle, swirl a paper 
snake, recreate the water cycle, create a rain cloud, 
use a sundial, construct a barometer, catch a rainbow, 
and learn about the greenhouse effect. 
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